Sendai virus-mediated gene delivery into hepatocytes via isolated hepatic perfusion.
The recombinant Sendai virus vector is a promising tool for human gene therapy, capable of inducing high-level expression of therapeutic genes in tissue cells in situ. The target tissues include airway epithelium, blood vessels, skeletal muscle, retina and the central nervous system, but application to hepatic tissues has not yet been achieved, because direct intraportal injection of the vector is not feasible. We report an efficient and harmless procedure of gene delivery by recombinant Sendai virus into rat parenchymal hepatocytes, based on isolated hepatic perfusion with controlled inflow. Critical parameters for successful hepatic gene delivery are a brief preperfusion period (25 degrees C, 5 min); appropriate vector concentration in the perfusate (10(7) pfu/ml); moderate portal vein pressure (12 mmHg) and a brief hyperthermic postperfusion period (42 degrees C, 5 min). Under these optimized conditions, marker genes were expressed in most parenchymal hepatocytes without significant damage to hepatic tissues. Furthermore, expression of the marker genes was undetectable in nonhepatic tissues, including the gonads, indicating that this approach strictly targets hepatic tissues and thus offers good clinical potential for human gene therapy.